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ANGELA BOYS MEMORIAL SPECIAL AWARDS 
A huge thank you to the Committee of the Hungarian Vizsla Society for the honour of 
inviting me to judge, and their kind hospitality. To my stewards for their efficiency 
during my judging, and to the exhibitors for entering under me and allowing me the 
pleasure of going over their lovely dogs. 
 
 

SPECIAL AWARD JUNIOR DOG OR BITCH (7, 3) 
1 
MR DJ HARDCASTLE & MS EM BRADLEY - CASTLEDOGLEY FIRENZE JW 
An eye-catching 12 month old bitch, presenting a balanced and already mature 
outline. Super head of correct proportions with a good eye of the required shape 
and colour, all giving her that wonderful Vizsla expression. Good depth of chest with 
elbows close to body, nice spring of rib. Moderate angulation front and rear with 
medium bone throughout. Correct coat colour and texture. Level top line when 
stacked and sustained on the move, correct and neat feet. Excellent movement 
which was sound and clean in all profiles. 
 
2 
MS A NEWMAN - SZAJANI VIDOR 
Liked this boy, he had a wonderful expression with a kind eye and a super 
aristocratic head of correct proportions. Another with a balanced outline, robust and 
with medium bone, well sprung ribs and good depth of chest. Good angulation front 
and rear, standing on correct cat-like neat feet. Moved very well.  
 
3 
MISS S DAVIS - PERLLANSIDE ROYAL FANFARE  
 
 
 
 

SPECIAL AWARD POST GRADUATE DOG OR BITCH (12, 4) 
1 
MISS KG BRADLEY - AMBRAVITTORIYA ART OF LOVE FOR MARGHELE (IMP RUS) JW 
A quality 2 year old bitch with a good head of correct proportions and correct slightly 
oval eye shape and shade. Good length and strength of neck, well laid shoulders, top 
line level, well sprung ribs and short back. Moderate rear angulation. This Vizsla was 
in fit muscular condition with sound, clean and graceful movement.  



 
2  
MISS J WALL - PERLLANSIDE STREET PARTY JW 
A well structured young dog of good proportions with lots of breed plus points. 
Correct head proportions and ear set. Good eye shape. Clean neck into good 
shoulders, correct depth of chest, well sprung ribs. Medium boned and with 
moderate angulation. Held his top line when stacked and on the move. Gaited at the 
correct speed by his handler, his movement was confident and sound.  
 
3  
MISS N STEEDEN - LINDENWOOD HOCUS POCUS  
 
 
 
 

SPECIAL AWARD OPEN DOG OR BITCH (11, 4) 
1 
MRS VC MOGGRIDGE - RECUERDO MARIKA 
This distinguished lady of 7 years was full of energy and enjoying her showing. She 
presented a balanced outline, lovely feminine head of correct proportions with good 
eye shape and shade. Medium boned and with good musculature throughout, well 
sprung rib cage, moderate angulation front and rear, standing on correct feet. Her 
handler brought the best out of her and she moved with complete ease and 
efficiency, maintaining a level top line and correct tail carriage, covering the ground 
elegantly.  
 
2  
MISS M BINKOWSKA - OMRI RUDA SZATA (IMP POL) 
Another quality bitch with a lovely feminine lean head and a balanced and 
unexaggerated outline. Medium boned, moderate angulation, correct depth of chest 
and body proportions, good spring of rib. Correct coat colour and greasy texture. 
This lady is robust, in hard condition and well muscled. She stands on very good feet. 
Moved soundly.  
 
3 
MISS CM WARD - SH CH DANTON OBSESSION  WITH TANTARAVIZ ShCEx 
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